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AFFINE CONNECTIONS AND DEFINING FUNCTIONS

OF REAL HYPERSURFACES IN C

BY

HING-SUN LUK

Abstract. The affine connection and curvature introduced by Tanaka on a

strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurface are computed explicitly in terms of its

defining function. If Fefferman's defining function is used, then the Ricci form is

shown to be a function multiple of the Levi form. The factor is computable by

Fefferman's algorithm and its positivity implies the vanishing of certain cohomol-

ogy groups (of the \ complex) in the compact case.

Introduction. Let M be a strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in C. Let 9 be

a nowhere vanishing real differential form on M which annihilates the complex

tangent space at each point. It is well known that there exists a unique vector field

£ on M such that 9(C) = 1 and £Ad9 = 0. In [5], Tanaka has constructed a unique

affine connection V satisfying certain natural conditions with respect to £. Using

this canonical affine connection associated to | (or 9), he obtained the following

Bochner-Kodaira type formula for the boundary Laplacian Q, (see [5, p. 47] and

compare [4, p. 119]). Let T'M be the bundle of (1, 0) vectors tangent to M. Then

« - i   a=1 « -1

a -1 «        1

where </> is a smooth section of Kq(T'M)*, {Xa}a_x„_i is a local orthonormal

basis of T'M with respect to the Levi metric defined by 9 and Rt is the Ricci

operator associated to V. In case M is compact, (*) implies, by standard arguments,

that if the selfadjoint operator Rt is positive definite everywhere, then there is no

nonzero harmonic form <£ on M and the cohomology groups H0,9(M) of the 96

complex vanish, for q ¥= 0, « — 1. H°'g(M) here coincides with H0,q(9>) in Kohn-

Rossi [3, p. 466]. In passing, the above theory works for an abstractly given

strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold, not necessarily imbedded as a real hyper-

surface in C.

There is a choice of £ (or 9) in the construction of V . One naturally asks if there

exists a most natural choice. For any defining function / on M, one may take

9 = -idf. Now Fefferman [1] has constructed special defining functions which
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satisfy a Monge-Ampere equation to order < « + 1 at M. The Monge-Ampere

equation arises from considerations of the Bergman kernel, and is intimately

related to the geometry of M. In this paper, we will show that if / satisfies the

equation to second order at M, then for the affine connection associated to

9 = -idf, the Ricci form is a function multiple of the Levi form. Thus, we obtain a

real-valued function X on M, computable using Fefferman's algorithm, such that

the Ricci operator is positive definite at a point x in M if and only if X(x) > 0. If X

is everywhere positive, then the cohomology groups H0,q(M) (q ^ 0, « — 1)

vanish. Relevant to an open problem posed in [1] concerning intrinsic development,

it would be interesting to know if there is some natural choice of 9 for constructing

V on a CR manifold.

In §1, we state explicitly all the results from [1] and [5] which we need. In §2, we

consider any defining function / and derive formulas for the affine connection and

curvature associated to 9 = -idf. It is interesting to compare our formulas to the

local formulas of Riemannian and Kahler geometry as in [2]. We apply the

formulas to consider the ellipsoids and to prove the main theorem in the last

section. The formulas apply also to real hypersurfaces in complex manifolds; we

shall return to their applications to isolated singularities (cf. [5]) later.

I would like to thank Professors Masatake Kuranishi and Shiu-Yuen Cheng for

their encouragement and helpful discussions.

1. Notations and preliminaries. Throughout this paper, we use the notation of

tensor calculus. Small Greek (resp. Latin) indices always run from 1 to « — 1 (resp.

1 to «). Summation over repeated indices is understood. z!, . . ., z" are the

coordinates _of   C,   and   f., fk, fjk, . . .     stand   for   the   partial   derivatives

9//ÓV, df/dzk, d2f/dzJdzk,_For a C°° manifold M, TM, T*M, etc. have the

usual meaning. For a vector bundle V over M, C V = V <8> C, T( V) denotes the

space of C °° sections in V, and Vx denotes the fiber over x E M.

Let M be a C°° strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in C. Let T'M (resp.

T"M) be the subbundle of CTM consisting of vectors of type (1, 0) (resp. (0, 1)) in

C. There is a subbundle H(M) of TM and a homomorphism I: H(M) —» H(M)

such that

(1) CH(M) = T'M © T"M.
(2) I2 = -1 and T'M = {X - UX\X E H(M)}.

At each point x E M, HX(M) is called the complex tangent space at x. Let

9 E T(T*M) be any nowhere vanishing differential form on M which annihilates

H(M). There is a unique vector field £ on M such that

9(0 = 1    and   £Ad9 = 0. (3)

Extend 7 to a tensor field of type (1, 1) on M by setting I(£) = 0. Then,

¡\X) = -X + 9(X)£   for any X E TM. (4)

Let u = -d9. We shall consider the Levi form < , ) defined by

{X, y> = u(IX, Y),       X,YG CTXM,   x ŒM.
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Further we assume that < , > is positive definite on H(M). Let E be the 1-dimen-

sional subbundle of CTM spanned by £. Thus, for each x E M, the fiber Ex = C£x.

For any X E CTM, we denote by XT, (resp. XT„, XE) the F'M- (resp. T"M-, E-)

component of X with respect to the decomposition CTM = T'M © T"M © E.

Now we recall Tanaka's canonical affine connection on M associated to £. This

is a connection

V : T(TM) ^>T(TM <8> F*M)

on M satisfying the following conditions:

(5) VXT(H(M)) c T(H(M)) for any X E i\FA/) i.e. 77(M) is parallel.

(6) The tensor fields £, I, w are parallel.

(7) Let F be the torsion of V. For any X, Y G T(H(M)),

T(X, Y) = -«(*, Y)i   and    T(£, IY) = -7F(£, r).

We shall use the_following formulas [5, p. 31]. Let X, Y E T(T'M).

(8) Vjf Y = [X, Y]r. _
(9) VjKE r(7"AQ and < VXY, W} = X{Y, W> - (Y, VXW) for all W E

T(T'M).

(10) Vj Y = L(Y - j7(L£7)7, where L¿ denotes the Lie derivation.

Finally, we recall Fefferman's defining functions. Let

/(h) = (-l)"det

u=

«in

(11)

where u is any smooth function. In [1], Fefferman considered defining equations of

M satisfying

(11)' J(u) = 1, to high order at M.

He also found a clever algorithm for u up to order « + 1.

2. Formulas for connection and curvature. Let / be any defining function of M.

Precisely, let / be a C °° real-valued function defined on some neighborhood of M

such that M is defined by the equation/ =_0, and d/^OonM, Take 9 = -idf. The

assumption on < , > implies that fjkwiwk> 0 for any nonzero vector wJd/dzJ

satisfying_w^ = 0. The matrix (fJk) need not be invertible. Let £ = &d/dzJ

+ f7 d/dzJ. Condition (3) is equivalent to

and

</*r = i

xJfj = 0   implies xJfJk £k = 0.

Choose a local C°° orthonormal basis {Xa = x^d/dzJ}a.

respect to < , >. Thus,

xJJ,-0

(3),

(3)2

„_, of T'M with

(12)
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and

Proposition 1. Let

F =

Xafjk Xß   —   °a ■

f h
/.        /ri

fn       Jn\

(13)

k
f\ñ

f-Jnr

and

A =

ií" a"1       ■ ■ ■       a*

where a* =4 xk and <£ {>' = i<|, |>. F«e« *a = In + X.

Proof. fidzJ and fjk£kdzJ annihilate al^A^, hence they are linearly dependent.

Since df ¥= 0, we may assume that fjk-£k= af}. Contracting with % gives a =

-/<X £>'• Thus,

-fj<i €>' + í^fÍ* = o.
Writing £7 = jc¿, we have by (3)2 and (13)

(14)

*f    fu

/.Ï

/.-l    *!

0

0

<fc O'

(15)

(jc/) is invertible because ?d/dzJ £ T'M. Let (.y/) = (x/)    , noting that^" = -//¡.

by (3)! and (12). Then

CSrX*'X**)-W)
0

0

<t €>'

(**)• (15)'
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Now

fß 4 xk = fjj{ xj xk + £' £k) = fßaIk - id, O'fjt*   by (14),

while the (j, £)-element on the right of (15)' is

y/xak + a, 0'y/xk = 8k + «fc 0' - \)yfxk = 8k + if¿k - /<& $>'#*•

Therefore, we get

-iffik+fjiaJk = 8k. (16)

By (12),

fja* = 0. (17)

Since/ — 0 on M, (3)„ (14), (16), (17) prove the proposition.

We shall use the following notations:

I /oo      ' ' '      fon

F =

A =

JnO

a00

Jm

,0*

(18)

(18)'

Proposition 1 implies that F is invertible in a neighborhood of M. Let A = F~l

and use (18)' to extend the functions akl, a*0 = /£* and a00 = a. Then in a

neighborhood of A/, we have

af + ifk-¥ = 1, (3)',

afj + ifjkTk = 0, (14)'

-iff + fJk-akl = 8>, (16)'

-//!'+£a*"' = 0. (17)'

Note that ^'d/dz-' + £/ d/dzJ is not the vector field corresponding to 9 = -idf on

each level real hypersurface unless a = 0.

We now give local formulas corresponding to (8), (9) and (10).

Proposition 2. Let X = xJd/dzJ and Y = yJ8/óV (with x% = y% = 0) be local

C°° sections in T'M. Then_

(a) VXY = (X(yk) + x>y'T$ßßzk, where Tft = -ifj,£k.

(b)VxY = (X(yk) + XJy'Tk)d/dzk,

where T* = ?.A.iflAkQßz')fa = I*
(c)V(Y={£(yk)- Y(£k)}d/dzk.

Proof. We first derive

v£y = [|,r]r,. (10)'
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Recall 9(Y) = 0 and IY = iY. Using (3), note that 0([£, Y]) = 0. Then

V(Y=[£,Y]+\I(I[IY]-[IIY])    by (10)

-[t>Y]-\[ÍY]  -ÍI[t,Y]    by (4)

-i([Ê y]r + [fc nr-)-í('[tJ1r - *[t y]r») =[«. ̂ r"
Next note that for any Z = aJd/dzJ + ¿^3/3z7 in CFAf,

ZE = fl(Z){,       0(Z) = -ia'fi = &ft. (19).

zr-(«* + iB¡rl€*)^í. (i9)b
az

ZT„ = {bk-ibfjTk)^=. (19)c

(a) and (c) then follow easily from (8) and (10)', using 9([X, Y]) = /<T, X} and

*(K, I'D = 0-
To get (b), observe that for any W = w'd/dzJ with w^. = 0,

X(Y, W)-(Y, Vjw) = X(yk)fkmwli; + xYfjmw^ since y^fJk Tfm = 0

= (X(yk) + xyfj,ja7k)fkin-Yy* by (16)

= {X(yk) + xJy'(a%ï-ifJIîk)}fkmw^ by (3)2.

Let vk = X(yk) + xJyl(a%f - ifß£k). By (3), and (17), v% = 0, hence vkd/dzk

E T(T'M). By (9), VXY = vkd/dzk. The expression for I*, simply follows from

notations in (18) and (18)', finishing the proof.

In the following, we consider Tjk and T'Jk as functions on a neighborhood of M,

defined by the formulas in Proposition 2.

Proposition 3. Let X = xjd/dzJ, Y = yJd/dzJ and W = w'd/dz-' be C°° sec-

tions in T'M. Then

R(X, Y)W= (Vx VY-VYVX - V[X,?])W= xJy~kw'R^,

where

m = j-n, + ~rç - -=-rjj + r^r; + iys - r¿r£ + ̂ -^

a«rf
*,U = 0    mod fj,fk,f,.

Proof. Decomposing [X, Y] by (19)^bc and using Proposition 2, one obtains by

straightforward computation

r(x, y)w= (*<>v(-^rfe - -4=-rj; + rfci* - r^J

-ax, Fxrw'rs + r »Tg + w))j ¿-
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Now

-Kx, Yyt'w'T?, = x>Tk w'rkJrp„     Vi>' = o,

and

-KX, Y)w(t») = *V(-ifc)W) = x^V^rf, + ifaè'Y

Hence

R(X,Y)W=xJy~kw'R^

with Rfk, as given.

Next note that R(X, Y)W E T(T'M) for any Z, Y, W E r(F'M). Hence

xJykw'Rfklfp = 0 whenever x-^. = yJfj = w^ = 0. The following lemma then implies

that RfkJp = 0 mod f,, fk, /, finishing the proof of the proposition.

Lemma (Quotient law). If fy ...ik •■•£ are "r+s numbers such that

%~J¿kf~S.x{ • • • xiyk< • • • yk-= 0 whenever xjfj = 0 (/ = 1, . . . , r) andy,% =

0 (/ = 1, . . . , s), then aJt.. .jrk¡ ...k,=0 mod^, . . . ,fJrJki, . . . ,/ç.

Proof. For simplicity we prove the case r = s = 1; the general case is similar.

Since df ¥= 0, we assume that /„ ^ 0. Consider

x = (0, . . . ,   1^, . . . , 0, -/«//„)    and   y - (o,..., '   1 ...., 0, -fß/fn)

in aJkxJy k. We get

_fa     _ , ¿ß_        _ fcJß
aaß ~    r    anß  +   f    aañ f2     ünñ

Jn Jn f„

and verify that

fj J-k fa n
ajk = Jank+yajñ-—2-  anñ>

Jn Jn f„

finishing the proof.

Proposition 4. Let X = xJd/dzJ, Y = yJd/dzJ, W = v^a/ÓV and U = uJd/dzJ

be C°° sections in T'M. Then

(R(X, Y)W,U) = RjûnXJjï w'lT*,

where

Rjiclm = -fjklm  +Jjlra  fsicm  ~ '\fjlfkmre    ~ fkhVjts £   /

+ <£, O'ifjkftm +flkfjm ~fjlfkm)-
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Proof. It suffices to compute RfkJPñ¡ mod/Ä. There are seven terms:

I ~T~  ^kiypm = ~ \jjkl£ fpm ArSkl~~r~ fpm\

■ <fc O'fjmf* + iktfmjpi" by ( 14) and ( 14)'. (i)

(—r   !}/ I^ñf = -/,,"     —-- ^,m ~fjk(ia Jpm + «//     —   4>m + '/}/*' />m
a z I dz 9z

z=fjtïa  fpmk + tfjlïfkm£    ~ fjktm

- <(, O'fjtfmk - ifjifrnkpt" by (14), (14)', (16), (16)'.     (ii)

By (14) and (16),

n¿Um = -ifBfm?> (*0

WP4m = -ifkjfmp?, 0*0'

-rjTf,/^ = o, (iv)

ife€%« = o. (v)

The proposition follows immediately.

Observe that we have

Bjklm ~ BjfUk ~ B-lkim ~ ^/mr7fc> (20)

Rjklm  -  Rkjmî' (21)

corresponding to the properties [5, p. 34]

(R(X, Y)W,U) = (R(X, U)W,Y>

= (R(w, 7)x, Uy = (R(w, U)x, F>,        (20)'

(R(X,Y)W,uy = (W,R(Y,X)Uy. (21)'

Remarks, (a) Formulas for /?(£, Y) W etc. are complicated and will not be used.

We shall however consider the following Ricci operator

n-\ _

R*(Y) = S   *(*«, Xa)Y,        Y E T(T'M).
a=l

(b) For the real hyperquadric defined by za7" + i(z" - ~P)/2 = 0, £ = 2(3/dz"

+ d/dz") and <£, £>' = 0. hence %/Ä = 0. This is the flat case.

3. Applications of local formulas.

(A) Ellipsoids. Consider the ellipsoid E in C defined by the equation

/ = aaßzazß + Xß 7s ~? + b^z*^

+ aznzn + a~z"   z" + bz"~z" -1=0, (22)
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where aaß is symmetric, baß ( = b^) is positive definite and b is positive. Clearly

Bjklm = \?> S/ \Jjkflm +flkfjm ~ JjUkm)-

It is easy to solve for <£,£>' from the equation

0

/a

/„

a/8

0

fñ
0

6

-<fcj>'

Setting (ca^) = (baß)~ ', one obtains

<6€>'(c*5W + »-UP)-l.

Hence <£, £>' > 0. A simple computation then shows that for any local section Y

and any local orthonormal basis {Xa} of T'M,

<r.(y), ¥y = <«, O'S (ll*Jl*imii + l<*«, yyB\2 - \<xa, YyA\2), (23)
a

where <Z, W7^ = bßfzfiw*+ bz'w*, \\Z\\2B = <Z, Z>a and <Z, WX< = a^z^w"

+ az"w".

Applying Tanaka's results, we obtain

Proposition 5. If \aßy\ and \a\ are small such that the right-hand side of (23) is

everywhere positive for all Y, then there is no nonzero harmonic scalar form on M and

the cohomology groups H°'q(E) (q J=- 0, « — 1) of the db complex vanish.

The same method was applied to the sphere by Tanaka [5, p. 63]. Both cases are

however very special examples of a result of Kohn and Rossi (obtained by a

different method) which states that the same cohomology groups vanish for the

boundary of any bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in C [3, p. 467].

(B) We now consider special defining functions. Observe that for any defining

function/of M, the equality

— log|detF|=    2    a
OZJ B.C-0

BC   3      ,
CB (24)

holds in a neighborhood of M.

Theorem, (a) Iff satisfies J(f) = constant + 6(f), then T'ß = 6(f~1).

Ço) If f satisfies J(f) = constant + 0(/3), then

<R,(Y), F> = -i^-.<Y, F>   for any Y E T(T'M).
oz

Proof.

by (24) and

ÖZJ ÖZJ

■*£' 0A

3h     3
-a A0

i-foJ=afj+ifjke = 0
ozJ
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by (14)'. Hence

rj,.^-log|det/'|=-l-log|y(/)|,
t\7J H7-'dzJ dzJ

and (a) follows. One easily verifies as in the proof of Proposition 4 that

W^/^O'   mod fi,fk.

Setting Rfkl = Rfkl + fafä, £>'£', one has

R(X, Y)W = xJy~kw'R^p,

where

RJkJp = 0   mod fp fc. (25)

Now

(Rt(Y),Yy = ^{R(Y,Y)Xa,X~ay    by (20)'
a

= yJVk xlRjkJpmlc = yj7k hépñ^

= yjVkR¡k¡   by (16) and (25)

using (a) and Proposition 3. One finishes the proof by noting that 3r^//3z-' =

a,0'4-mod/*by(i4)'.
-idÇ'/dz' is the function X referred to in the introduction.
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